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FEBRUARY IN BRIEF
VALENTINE SHOPPING
Nearly half (45 per cent) of the budget for
Valentine’s Day shoppers will go to candy
and cards.
British Columbians are more likely than
nearly all other Canadians to spend the
greatest proportion of their budget on
candy (37 per cent).
People with children are more likely to
anticipate spending a greater percentage
of their budget (6 per cent) on lingerie than
those without children (3 per cent).
Albertans and Quebecois expect to spend
about 25 per cent of their budget on
flowers compared to 11 per cent for British
Columbians.

VALENTINE’S DAY
History of the holiday
Many argue Valentine’s Day is a farce,
an abomination of a holiday forged
in the crucible of capitalism by
greeting card companies, flower
shops and chocolatiers. Though
these cynics and speculators
have a point, Valentine’s
Day does have a red-hued
historical background, only the
red symbolizes blood, not love.
The theories go that the martyr
St. Valentine (pictured here) saved
Christian prisoners from Roman
torture prisons, or maybe he married

single soldiers against the will of
the Emperor. Whichever one,
he ended up losing his head.
One theory says it’s
possible the Christians
created
this
holiday
to steal the February
fertility festival away from
the Pagans. Valentine
greetings
first
came
about in the Middle Ages,
somewhere between the
plagues and the Crusades.
PHOTO COURTESY OF POLISH MINISTRY OF
How romantic.
CULTURE, ART AND NATIONAL HERTIAGE

Men plan to spend a greater proportion of
their budget (31 per cent) on flowers than
women (9 per cent).

Flowers with attitude

Source: Retail Council of Canada

BOARD GAME OF THE MONTH
KING OF TOKYO

Yellow roses symbolize
friendship. So basically the
rose version of, “Maybe
we’re better off as friends.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF MARTIN SNOPEK

REVIEW AND PHOTO BY DANNY LUONG/CALGARY JOURNAL

Richard Garfield is the mastermind behind the
creation of one of the world’s largest trading
card games: Magic The Gathering. With a pedigree
like that, you know you can trust the man to create
a compelling and unique board game experience.
King of Tokyo is very much that game. In King
of Tokyo, you play as a monster, one of several
different archetypes such as King Kong or Godzilla,
albeit they have different names, that are vying for
control over Tokyo. Games are fast and fun, and
exceedingly easy to learn. The game plays 2-to-6
players, but learning the game is King of Tokyo’s
strongest point. There is almost no downtime that
is usually associated with board games. No one
has to sit by themselves in a corner and read the
rules for an hour to explain them to everyone else.
All you have to do is roll dice.
The game straddles the line between simplicity
and fun extremely well; it is simple to learn whilst
also being able to keep everyone entertained with
simple mechanics that keeps the games fast, fresh
and fun.

White roses symbolize new
beginnings so it’s the best
flower for Feb. 15 when you
forgot Valentine’s Day all
together. PHOTO COURTESY OF CLIFF HAND

Orange roses symbolize
enthusiasm and
admiration, a.k.a. the
honeymoon phase rose.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LIVING IN MONROVIA

WINTER OLYMPICS
Canada’s golds
1924 - Chamonix
1928 - St. Moritz
1932 - Lake Placid
1936 - Garmisch-Partenkirchen
1948 - St. Moritz
1952 - Oslo
1956 - Cortina d’Ampezzo
1960 - Squaw Valley
1964 - Innsbruck
1968 - Grenoble
1972 - Sapporo
1976 - Innsbruck
1980 - Lake Placid
1984 - Sarajevo
1988 - Calgary
1992 Albertville
1994 Lillehammer
1998 Nagano
2002 Salt Lake City
2006 Turin
2010 Vancouver
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2
1
0
2
1
1
0
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0
2
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7
14

Rejected
Olympic sports
BANDY
Imagine hockey and soccer had a baby that was always picked
last for sports. The game takes rules from hockey like icing,
but rules from soccer like penalty shots and “free strokes” (free
throws in soccer). Bandy was a demonstration sport at the 1952
Winter Games, but isn’t an official Olympic sport.
SKIJORING
Cross country skiing would be a lot more fun if something was
pulling you to the finish line, like an unmanned horse, or a dog
or something. Welcome to the world of skijoring. The equestrian
version was another demonstrative Olympic sport in the 1928
Olympic Winter Games.
WINTER PENTATHOLON
This is probably the classiest demonstration sport ever to grace
the Olympic Games. Though it was only hosted once in 1948,
it boasts cross-country skiing (sans horses), shooting, downhill
skiing, fencing and horseback riding.
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Q&A

STREETERS
How do you feel about Valentine’s Day?

With

Bernard
Callebaut

PHOTO BY JODI EGAN/CALGARY JOURNAL

CJ: It’s been a year since we caught up
with you last. How did 2013 treat you?
BC: It went very well until the snowstorm in
December. It has affected our street traffic.
Someone told me yesterday retail in Calgary
was down 7 per cent, that’s enormous!
CJ: What’s it like not being able to use
your name because of copyright laws?
BC: The key thing I have to do is let people
know where Bernard is. People assume when
they see “Chocolaterie Bernard Callebaut.”
They have my name, but they don’t have my
brain.
CJ: Is it difficult for you to celebrate V-Day?
BC: I always get into trouble. I always work
on Valentine’s Day and I always bring
chocolate home. We always do something
after Valentine’s Day. My family doesn’t see
me too much around this time of year.

“[Valentine’s Day] has too much saccharin
for my taste.”

“I enjoy it, but it’s too commercialized for
me.”

“I don’t really have much to say about it. I
guess it’s too commercialized.”

“I think it’s great. It’s a time when you get
to reflect on the people you love most.”

PHOTO BY JODI EGAN/CALGARY JOURNAL

PHOTO BY JODI EGAN/CALGARY JOURNAL

PHOTO BY JODI EGAN/CALGARY JOURNAL

PHOTO BY JODI EGAN/CALGARY JOURNAL

FOOD OF THE MONTH: POUTINE
McDonalds

Charcut Roast House

The Big Cheese

Ronald’s latest offering in Canada is the allCanadian poutine. The fast-food giant’s take
on the classic Canadian dish has no bells and
whistles with just gravy, cheese curds and the
infamous McDonalds’ fries, the poutine sets the
bar pretty low. If you’re contemplating having a
poutine anywhere else in this city; it’s going to
have to be better than McDonalds’ take or
you’ve been cheated out of your money.
Grade:

C-

Grade:

Mac and Cheese poutine, $6.99.
Reviewed by Jodi Egan.

B+

Sweet dreams are made of cheese. I don’t mean
to be cheesy, but I will be dreaming about
Charcut’s duck fat fried poutine for the rest of
my life. There are not enough terrible puns in the
world to give this poutine justice. The fries are
somehow still crispy despite being smothered in
gravy and cheese curds. The flavour that the duck
fat brings to the palate is rich and tantalizing.
If you are a poutine connoisseur, trying
Grade:
this dish is a MUST.

A+

PHOTO BY JODI EGAN/CALGARY JOURNAL

McDonalds’ poutine,$4.49. Reviewed by
Danny Luong. PHOTO BY DANNY LUONG/CALGARY JOURNAL
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The Big Cheese is a 17th Avenue cult classic.
The specialty poutinerie has a menu spanning
over 20 elaborate poutines, sides and extras.
I was not disappointed by my Mac and Cheese
poutine, but it wasn’t the eclectic taste explosion
I was expecting. The cheese was superb, and
the helpings were plentiful. That being said,
the fries were soggy and the gravy lacked spice
and flavour. I ended up using some Sriracha hot
sauce to add that little extra kick.

Duck fat fried poutine, cheese curds and
truffle gravy, $8. Review by April Lamb.
PHOTO BY JODI EGAN/CALGARY JOURNAL

NEWS IN BRIEF
CITY COUNCIL MEETINGS
Feb. 4
Feb. 5
Feb. 6
Feb. 10
Feb. 11
Feb. 12
Feb. 13
Feb. 13
Feb. 18
Feb. 18
Feb. 19
Feb. 20
Feb. 21
Feb. 24
Feb. 26
Feb. 27
Feb. 27

12:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
1:00 p.m.

EMPLOYMENT

Combative Sports Commission
Standing Policy Committee on Community & Protective Services
Intergovernmental Affairs Committee
Combined Public Hearing & Regular Meeting of Council
Priorities & Finance Committee
Standing Policy Committee on Planning & Urban Development
Gas, Power & Telecommunications Committee
Calgary Planning Commission
Priorities & Finance Committee
Access Calgary Eligibility Appeal Board
Standing Policy Committee on Transportation & Transit
Audit Committee
Calgary Heritage Authority
Regular Meeting of Council
Standing Policy Committee on Utilities & Corporate Services
Land & Asset Strategy Committee
Calgary Planning Commission

CRIME: BEST PLACES TO GET MUGGED
Street robberies in 2013
Beltline: 33

Downtown
Commercial
Core: 44
Marlborough: 21

Young men
choosing
money over
education
PHOTO COURTESY OF FRANCISCO OSORIO

If you look down the halls of any university or
college in Alberta, you’ll notice something interesting about the student body: probably the
high number of bodacious babes clicking down
the halls due to higher women enrollment — 5
per cent over the last 16 years — and the dwindling number of handsome hunks between the
ages 17 to 24, according to a national study.
Due to the average hourly wage for men 17
to 24 in oil-producing provinces, like Alberta,
has increased by a staggering 21 per cent —
more than five times higher than any other
province — enrollment for these men has decreased by 3 per cent, which is pretty bad when
the rest of the provinces are averaging around 1
per cent.

NENSHI TWEETS

CALGARY JOURNAL ONLINE
CFL salaries

Southwood: 12

Squats and oats

Forest Lawn: 14

MOST
SEARCHED

Calgary Ward 1
Forest Lawn
Dave Rutherford
Lingerie football league
James Roszko
Ms. Calgary 2013
Ear candling

ILLUSTRATION BY JODI EGAN/CALGARY JOURNAL

Source: Calgary Police Service
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Zoning for multi-family housing
opposed
Citizen engagement needed to encourage variety of housing options in Calgary
neighbourhoods, say supporters

The mayor believes secondary suites can offer
more affordable housing in Calgary’s tight rental
market of 1.3 per cent vacancy as of October 2013.
In order for Dean’s suite to be considered safe and
fully legal, it would need to have the correct zoning
permit for multi-family housing. The unit must meet
a long list of requirements. Some of these include
being separated by firewalls, having a separate
furnace and large access points.

Maxine Morrison, realtor and president of the Haysboro community association, argues
that zoning for multi-family housing, like secondary suites and duplexes, should not be
allowed across the whole city. Instead, she suggests that Council strategize about where
this type of affordable housing makes sense, based on the culture of the community.
PHOTO BY ALYSSA QUIRICO/CALGARY JOURNAL

ALYSSA QUIRICO
aquirico@cjournal.ca

P

roponents of alternative housing argue
that, as Calgary grows, urban development
must also evolve. They say members of the
community should be able to afford to stay
for the long haul instead of being pushed out by
rising prices and a lack of housing availability at any
stage of life.
Since Mayor Naheed Nenshi was first elected,
the question of how to make communities more
livable has been a topic of great debate in City
Council. The mayor suggests that one way to do so
is to start rebuilding from the inside to include more
options through multi-family housing for people in
the inner city, instead of building outward onto the
city’s borders.
But many advocates of this strategy say the
biggest obstacle in the way of rezoning, or land use
re-designation, in established neighbourhoods is
current homeowners’ unrealistic perceptions of what
this means.
Yasmin Dean, a Mount Royal University social
work professor, owns both a duplex in the Calgary
neighbourhood of Capitol Hill and a bungalow in
Charleswood as long-term investment properties.
Her bungalow is converted into a main level, where
6
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she lives, and a furnished basement apartment that
she rents to a single tenant.
A secondary suite in Calgary is defined as a “selfcontained living space consisting of a bedroom,
bathroom and kitchen located within or on the same
property as a single family home.”
In this respect, the secondary suite has to adhere
to zoning, which controls the use and type of
development allowed on land in the city.
Dean’s basement suite is ‘non-conforming,’
meaning the suite was built legally at the time
of construction, but it doesn’t meet present-day
rules. Therefore, it’s not compliant with the current
neighbourhood zoning.
“Hardly any basement suites in Calgary are
technically legal,” Dean says.
Ward 11 Councillor Brian Pincott says there are
currently tens of thousands of illegal secondary
suites.
Charleswood is zoned as R-C1 residential and
she would need to apply for R-C2 or R-2 land use
re-designation for her basement apartment to be
fully legal.
The issue of zoning is a priority for Mayor Nenshi,
who was quoted in the Calgary Herald in October
2013 saying, “I will continue to advocate for
secondary suites, but also for a much broader suite
of reforms around housing.”

CHANGING THE CULTURE OF CALGARY
In 2010, Mayor Nenshi campaigned on a platform
known as 12 Better Ideas for Calgary, a list of changes
that he continues to work toward to “make Calgary
an even better city in which to live and work,” as
stated on his mayoral blog.
Many of the ideas centre on an effort to increase
affordable housing by reducing urban sprawl and
suburban growth.
On the top of that list of better ideas for our
city is that “Calgary will be a city where secondary
suites provide a safe and legal option for affordable
housing.”
In the mayor’s blog post from 2011, he states that
there is much more work to be done on this issue.
“We’ve had several first downs, but have yet to score
the touchdown,” he writes.
However, obtaining the proper zoning permit
to build up and allow for higher density living in
established neighbourhoods can be a challenge.
According to the city land use bylaw, this depends
on how the land is being used, whether it is for singleuse residential or multi-family purposes. Other
more affordable options of multi-family housing
are: duplexes, multiplexes, senior housing and
apartment buildings. However, these also require
appropriate zoning permits and communities often

“It’s not that
people are afraid
of rezoning, it’s
that they’re afraid
of what they don’t
know.”
MAXINE MORRISON,
real estate agent and president
of the Haysboro Community
Association

CITY

As Calgary’s population continues to grow by the thousands each year, how do the numbers measure up to other urban Canadian cities?
INFOGRAPHIC BY OLIVIA GRECU/CALGARY JOURNAL

fight rezoning to maintain single-family homes only.
Maxine Morrison, a real estate agent and president
of the Haysboro Community Association, says she
supports rezoning, but also believes that council
needs to be very strategic about redevelopment in
established neighbourhoods like Haysboro, where
she lives. She says she does not agree with the
proposal that secondary suites should be allowed
across the entire city as they do not fit the culture of
every Calgary neighbourhood.
When Mayor Nenshi was first elected in 2010,
the Haysboro Community Association conducted
a survey to measure sentiments around rezoning.
Morrison says the majority of residents there, who
she says represent a well-balanced range from
20-somethings to seniors, says they were not in
favour.
“It’s not that people are afraid of rezoning, it’s that
they’re afraid of what they don’t know,” Morrison says.
Councillor Pincott says, “People have a lot of
fears about what secondary suites mean for their
neighbourhood. In recognizing those fears: “I think
we need to take the time and show people that they
are unsound fears. Their fears about destroying a
neighbourhood or community if secondary suites
are allowed are not real.”
Some of these fears include decreases in parking
and suppositions about renters’ negative attitudes or
lack of care for the community they live in.
Morrison argues that the best course of action
would be to start with more inner-city test

communities first, like those close to LRT stations
where higher density makes sense. She adds it’s
important to engage with residents to decide where
it’ s appropriate to rezone based on the culture and
values of that community.
She gives the example of a fourplex that was
built in the southwest community of Kelvin Grove,
a Calgary neighbourhood that boasts very large
expensive homes.
“If I did buy in that area, I don’t think I’d be okay
with that happening,” she says.
BUILDING THE SUSTAINABLE CITY
Ward 9 Councillor Gian-Carlo Carra, former Calgary
urban planner in sustainable design, believes that
allowing zoning for more multi-level housing in the
inner city will open up the rental market to those who
crave to live in more wholly livable neighbourhoods
— ones that meet all their needs in one district.
“The basic design of the sustainable city is the
neighbourhood,” Carra says. “A complete, compact,
walkable neighbourhood linked with other
neighbourhoods through transit systems.”
Carra argues that it’s the division of zoning into
single-use residential, commercial and industrial
districts that keeps Calgary from thriving as an urban,
sustainable city.
According to secondarysuitescalgary.com, Ward
10 Councillor Andrew Chabot does not support
rezoning for secondary suites.
He says he has been opposed to any proposal that

would allow for a blanket-use approval of secondary
suites, since this would mean the suites would be
allowed in all residential land-use areas.
“I don’t support a blanket approval of secondary
suites primarily for the reason that we already have a
large percentage of the secondary suites within Ward
10,” the website quotes Chabot as saying.
Inner city living is desirable, but also expensive.
And as developers continue to build outward,
suburban communities seem to be one of the few
affordable housing options. Even so, resources
in new communities such as schools, fire halls and
recreation centres are few and far between. People
are spending more money on transportation costs,
as these areas cannot sustain all the residents’ needs.
“It costs five or seven million dollars to build a fire
hall. That’s no big deal,” Pincott says. “The challenge is
that year over year we’ve got to have 25 firefighters in
that hall and that costs millions of dollars every year.”
“It’s not a question of this as being a residential
neighbourhood,” Carra says. “People live in the city.
It’s a question of how intensely and densely they
live there.”
Morrison argues that a person should be able
to stay in their neighbourhood indefinitely. A
sustainable neighbourhood, she says, should allow
a person to start out in a rental property, purchase
a home and eventually move into a retirement or
assisted living facility — all without having to leave
the community they call home.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Alberta police commissions want more
money for officers stationed in schools
Officers provide support for students; government not budging on funds
MELISSA KADEY
mkadey@cjournal.ca

A

group representing Albertan police
commissions has recently asked the
government for more money to employ
school resource officers. However, the
provincial government has turned that request down.
These police officers — called school resource
officers — are available for students who are going
through difficult times, to enforce the law when
necessary and to act as positive role models. Some
even coach sports teams at their schools.
Const. Singh, a school resource officer from
St. Francis Xavier high school, said, “I know for
my school, it’s pretty much a revolving door in
and out of my office for kids who come in here
because maybe their cell phone was stolen, that
could be it, or issues at home with family, or
issues in relationships. Pretty much anything and
everything.”
The Alberta Association of Police Governance
represents the commissions that provide civilian
oversight of police forces across the province. This
year, at their annual meeting, a motion was passed,
asking for financial support for school resource
officers.
Rolf Traichel, the association’s chair, says that
major city police forces have the money and
resources to put these school resource officers in
every school, but smaller communities do not —

Calgary police car stationed outside of Bishop Carroll High School — one of the many
schools in the city that has a resource officer. PHOTO BY MELISSA KADEY/CALGARY JOURNAL

which is why the extra funding is necessary.
The government responded to this request by
sending a letter that stated, “given the current fiscal
climate of restraint, the province is not planning
to provide financial assistance in the foreseeable
future.”
Natalie Kenrick, a public affairs officer with the
Ministry of Justice and Solicitor General, says the
provincial government does deliver a considerable
amount of funding to cities for policing —
approximately $464 million annually.
Kenrick then added, “Municipalities and police
services are responsible for deciding how to allocate
(those) resources to best serve their community.”

“Now it goes back to the local police services in
these communities,” Traichel said. They will need
to come up with creative ways to make a school
resource officer position, if they can, or they will
need to rearrange their police service.”
But, Traichel said that, even without government
financial support, there are still ways to get more
officers into schools.
“Of course government is one way to fund this,
(but) there are lots of other ways to fund programs
like this and we of course encourage our members
to reach out to other community groups and other
community organizations that have been very
supportive of police services,” he said.

Disparity between Alberta’s volunteer
rate and hours
Alberta has high average volunteer rate, but low volunteer hours
AMANDA TAYLOR
ataylor@cjournal.ca
lberta is among the top three provinces
for average volunteer rate but is one of the
lowest for volunteer hours.
From stacking sky-high pancakes to handing
out daffodils to spark awareness about cancer, 55 per
cent of Albertans aged 15 and over donated their
time in 2010, according to Statistics Canada.
Andrea Caven, program coordinator for Nova
Scotia’s Volunteerism and the Non-Profit Sector, says
across Canada people feel volunteering is important.
It “stems from the sense that it’s the right thing to do
and that we’ve always done it.”
Alberta’s volunteer hours are resting in the bottom
three provinces for volunteer hours.
Nova Scotia holds the record of the highest
average annual volunteer hours in Canada with 207

A
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hours compared to Alberta’s 140 hours.
Caven says, “What contributes to the difference
between Nova Scotia and Alberta is the higher
number of seniors in Nova Scotia’s population. Seniors
give more hours than what young people do.”
According to Statistics Canada’s population
analysis, as of July 1, 2013, 18 per cent of Nova
Scotia’s population is age 65 and over compared to
Alberta’s 11 per cent.
Volunteer Canada’s director of programs,
Paula Speevak Sladowski says, because Alberta’s
population is predominantly younger adults, the
volunteer rate is higher but the hours are lower.
Sladowski says that’s a positive sign.
“In my opinion, having more people volunteering
few hours is a sign that the volunteer base is growing
and bodes well for the future. It means that more
people are finding their place and space in their

communities in small but significant ways.”
Jamie Niessen — president and CEO of Calgary
non-profit volunteer company, Propellus —
explains that volunteering is changing for young
people. He says volunteerism can be anything
from volunteering at a church to shoveling the
neighbour’s driveway. “One of the questions is, what
is volunteerism?”
On the same note, Lisa Kindree, assistant director
of Youth Central, says society is currently “expanding
what volunteerism is” and wonders if there are
enough opportunities allowing youth to be engaged.
Niessen and Kindree agree that since volunteering
is often required for resumes and post-secondary
education; the youth will be committing more time
to this activity in the future. As Kindree put it, youth
are “passionate and energetic” and this could increase
the number of volunteer hours in Alberta.

CITY

Slippery slopes
Calgarians keeping up with snow removal despite challenging winter

“There are
vulnerable people
–elderly, kids, and
disabled persons–
who you don’t want
falling and hurting
themselves. You can
get horrific injuries.”
ALVIN MURRAY,
operations manger for animal
and bylaw service

Kimberly McMillan, who is the snow angel of the Braeside community in the southwest area
of Calgary, says he frequently helps clean the streets not just because it helps out the neighbours,
but because it keeps him active in the cold winter months. PHOTO CREDIT: MICHAEL CHAN/CALGARY JOURNAL

L

ROXANNE BLACKWELL
rblackwell@cjournal.ca

ike most Calgary winters, this season has
been a mix of extremes, with dumpings
of snow, 90 kilometre per hour winds, and
fluctuations of temperatures creeping up
into the double digits, then back down to -30 C.
Environment Canada even issued a “flash
freeze” warning for the city over the holidays, a
term unfamiliar to many Calgarians. The warning
is issued when “significant ice is expected to form
on roads, sidewalks or other surfaces… from either
melted snow, or fallen rain due to a rapid drop in
temperatures.”
Many Calgary drivers know this means traffic will
be a nightmare, but getting around the city can
also be treacherous for pedestrians.
So while the city works on keeping the roads
clear, it’s up to residents to ensure that their
sidewalks stay safe for their fellow Calgarians.
Alvin Murray, operations manager for animal and
bylaw services, says that this winter has created
extra challenges, but Calgarians have so far been
keeping up.
“Morally, you want to take care of your
neighbours and people who are using your
sidewalks,” Murray says. “There are vulnerable

people — elderly, kids, and disabled persons —
who you don’t want falling and hurting themselves.
You can get horrific injuries.”
According to Environment Canada statistics,
Calgary normally averages 65 centimetres of snow
through the months of November to February. This
years snowfall has far exceeded the average for the
entire season, with more than 100 centimetres
already fallen.
But there’s more than just a moral obligation
for Calgarians to keep sidewalks safe. According
to City Bylaws, “Property owners are responsible
for removing ice and snow from city sidewalks
adjacent to their property within 24 hours after
the snow has stopped falling.”
If you notice a walkway hasn’t been cleared, you
can phone 311 and file a complaint. From there,
the city will issue a notice to the resident giving
them 24 hours to comply. If the snow still needs
to be removed, a private contractor will be sent
to clear it away, and the bill will be given to the
resident.
“That bill is starting at $160, and based on
square footage can be more,” Murray says.
So far, Murray says that at least 4,000 complaints
have been issued regarding snow clearing, but
for the most part, he says Calgarians have been
keeping up.

“Out of all those calls, we’ve only sent out about
300 contractors to go clear snow,” Murray says.
“Considering the number of people in this city,
Calgarians have been very compliant,”
Murray also credited the city’s Snow Angel
program as a major factor in helping keep
sidewalks clear. The volunteer program encourages
Calgarians to help out their neighbours who may
be elderly or are physically limited and cannot clear
their own walks.
The city’s website credits the Snow Angels
program as a life saving one, saying that after a
heavy snowfall, EMS tend to see a “dramatic increase”
in calls related to heart attacks due to “over exertion.”
More than 6,000 Snow Angels have been
recognized since 2004 with a pin and letter from the
mayor. You can go to the city website to nominate a
Snow Angel, or someone who may be in need of a
Snow Angel to help with their snow removal duties.

TIPS FOR SNOW CONTROL FROM
BYLAW MANAGER ALVIN MURRAY
• Use snow and ice removal product. You can
pick up free sand to help with the ice from
most fire stations in Calgary. Remember to
bring your own container to fill. The complete list can be found at calgary.ca
• Shovel the snow as quickly as possible after
it falls. It’s less strenuous to remove before
it’s trampled down by pedestrians.
• Call 311, go to 311 online, or use the
new 311 mobile app to file snow related
complaints.
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OPINION

Could this be your
worst year yet?
When the sign of their birth year comes around, followers
of the Chinese Zodiac believe they are destined to have an
unlucky year. Calgarian Kim Nguyen sheds light on the
traditional belief.
Calgarian Kim Nguyen was born in the Year of
the Snake, last celebrated in 2013. As we move
into 2014, the Year of the Horse, Nguyen shares
her experiences to help “Horses” prepare for the
year ahead.
KIM NGUYEN
letters @cjournal.ca

T

he Chinese Zodiac has always been
something that many people follow,
especially in the Asian community. It
consists of 12 animal signs that rotate
each Chinese calendar year. This is slightly
different from Western horoscope signs, which
rotate on a monthly basis.
Similar with Western horoscope signs,
there are certain traits associated with the
different animals in the Chinese Zodiac. There
is a compatibility chart as well, which dictates
which animals get along with others when it
comes to business and relationships.
There are many resources on the Internet that
can tell you what animal represents your birth
year in the Chinese Zodiac, as well as which
years are supposed to be favourable for you.
The Chinese Zodiac dictates that, depending
on what year it is, it could be a good year for
your sign or a bad year where you should take
extra precautions.
The biggest myth surrounding this belief is
that anytime it is your sign’s year in the Chinese
Zodiac, it will most likely be an unlucky year. I
have no idea where that belief came from. My
sign is the Snake, and 2013 was the Year of the
Snake, so it was supposed to be an unlucky year
for me.
For most people who follow the zodiac,
it’s already a given that you should be extra
careful in anything you do when it’s your year.
Whether it’s regarding your career, health or
relationships, unexpected bad fortune can
easily arise due to it being your year. Travelling
on long trips should be avoided as well — this
typically means any trip over a week.
Since I knew 2013 was my bad-fortune year, it
was mandatory that I went to temple regularly
10
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to pray. My family is full Buddhist. The tradition
in our religion is that at the start of each New
Year, you should go into temple to pray to
the gods. If it’s your year, this is mandatory
regardless. The reason behind this belief is that
the gods will protect you and lessen the bad
fortunes that you may come in contact with.
For example, if something of bad fortune
were to happen to you, such as a car accident,
the protection of the gods could lessen it to a
simple rear end collision with minor damages. Of

“Whether it’s
regarding your
career, health
or relationships,
unexpected bad
fortune can easily
arise due to it being
your year.”
KIM NGUYEN

course it’s still bad fortune that it happened to
you, but at least the impact would be much less.
With my experience in 2013, I would say this
myth is true to a certain extent. I can say that
2013 wasn’t the smoothest year for business
dealings by far as I had interruptions left, right
and centre, but this could also be caused by
other external factors too.
When comparing my business dealings to
colleagues who were other Chinese Zodiac
signs, things didn’t seem that bad for them, so
the myth could have been true in that sense
for Snakes. Though nothing major happened,
I experienced minor inconveniences and
setbacks in business.

Buddhist Calgarian Kim Nguyen follows
the Chinese Zodiac, and helps Horses
prepare for the unlucky year ahead..
PHOTO COURTESY OF KIM NGUYEN

My health was regular with no real issues,
and my relationships could have been
improved. I did do a lot of travelling, but no
trips that were significantly long, and I had no
real issues there.
From analyzing and comparing this with
the past ‘Snake’ years, I would say it’s a fair,
generalized assumption that it will be a bad
year, but my advice to anyone who follows this
belief is to take it with a grain of salt. At least
you are preparing for the worst, whether it
happens or doesn’t happen.

Famous Horses
If you’re a Horse, you are in good company.
From one of the most famous boxers who
ever lived to the first man to walk on the
moon, check out a couple of celebrity
Horses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mike Tyson
Clint Eastwood
Sean Connery
Aretha Franklin
Paul McCartney
Isaac Newton
Cindy Crawford
Jimi Hendrix
Neil Armstrong
SOURCE: FINDYOURFATE.COM

OPINION

Anti-gay sentiments
won’t hold Olympic
athletes down
Could the anti-gay sentiments expressed by the Russian
government and its Olympic Committee end up helping gay
athletes? Calgarian Russell Wilson thinks so, here’s why:
LGBTQ rights? I’m there to support the friends
who are competing; I’m there to marvel at
one of the world’s greatest sporting events;
s the clock ticks down to the Feb. 7 I’m there, not as a gay man, but as citizen of
Opening Ceremonies of the Sochi the world. My being gay has never been the
Games, all eyes are on Russian defining feature about me, and nor is a straight
President Vladimir Putin, as the athlete’s sexuality their defining characteristic.
country’s approval of anti-gay legislations The countless hours of preparation and work
have spurred backlash from across the globe. placed into competing at an elite level and then
As a gay man and former university level making it all the way to Olympics should not
athlete who is going to watch the games in be thrown away based on a person’s sexuality.
Sochi, I have found myself in somewhat of a That being said, those athletes who are already
moral crossroads.
openly LGBTQ and are
On one hand, I have
going to compete are
been openly gay
sending a far stronger
since I was eighteen
message of strength
and have been
and perseverance
publicly supportive
to both the world
and encouraging to
and Russian citizens
those around me to
than boycotting the
be appreciative of
games would, as had
such diversity. But on
been suggested a few
the other hand, I am a
months back.
passionate enthusiast
By taking a broader
of sports and all that
perspective on the
the Olympics stand
situation, I wonder if
for.
this movement could
Initially
the
be compared to the
decision to go was
integration of both
not a difficult one.
women and African
The oppor tunity
American individuals
presented itself
in the Games in the
and I, being excited
early 20th Century.
about attending the
By considering this
Games, did not think
viewpoint, maybe this
twice. It was not until
RUSSELL WILSON
conflict will be seen
after a rather heated
in years from now
conversation with a
as a pivotal moment
good friend of mine,
for the future of
w h o ve h e m e nt l y
normalizing LGBTQ
disagrees with the Olympics even happening athletes into the hierarchy of elite sports.
in Russia, that I began to think, why? Why does
Social change can’t just happen over night,
he feel so passionately about this and I on the and as more stepping-stone events occur and
other hand do not? It struck a chord in me that bring such international attention to the cause,
made me question whether or not I was proud it will be impossible for all those eyes that want
of actually being gay, because how can I, as to be blind to the situation to stay shut. As for
a gay man, support something that does not its implications on Sochi, whether or not a gay
support me?
athlete openly takes the podium in defiance to
But then the question came to me. When the legislations, the movement has only gained
did the Olympics become a social platform for momentum to a more inclusive future.

A

RUSSELL WILSON
letters@cjournal.ca

“As more stepping
stone events occur
and bring such
international
attention to the
cause, it will be
impossible for all
those eyes that
want to be blind to
the situation to
stay shut.”

Russell Wilson is a Calgarian who grew
up participating in sports and played
volleyball at the post-secondary level.
He is currently living in Australia and
planning to pursue medical school.
PHOTO COURTESY OF RUSSELL WILSON

Russia’s anti-gay law
As the eyes of the world will soon fall on Sochi,
people will be thinking about more than just
the speed of the bobsleds or the landing of a
triple axel. The negative reaction to President
Vladimir Putin’s recent signing of a bill banning
“propaganda of nontraditional sexual relations
to minors” has drawn attention to the rights of
the LGBTQ community in Russia. Article 6.21
states:
• Propaganda is the act of distributing
information among minors that 1) is
aimed at creating nontraditional sexual
attitudes, 2) makes nontraditional sexual
relations attractive, 3) equates the social
value of traditional and nontraditional
sexual relations, or 4) creates an interest in
nontraditional sexual relations.
The new law, which was signed on June 30,
2013, marks a climax in an ongoing period
of already limited rights for Russia’s gay
community. Here, an outline of what the
Russian LGBTQ community has already been
up against:
• Denial of registration to nongovernmental
organizations
• Regional laws banning the propaganda of
homosexuality to minors, for which people
can be fined
• Increase of violent attacks on openly gay
and “suspected gay” individuals
• Banning of over 150 Pride events and
marches between the years of 2006 and
2008
			
SOURCE: SARS.ROG
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Young radio jock breaks into
Calgary’s tough market
He started small, dreamt big, and found on-air success at 21

W

COLIN MCHATTIE
cmchattie@cjournal.ca

atching TJ O’Halloran sit and operate
thousands of dollars worth of
broadcasting equipment is a thing
of beauty. Effortlessly, he cues songs,
edits clips and talks to listeners on the phone.
It’s easy to see how much he enjoys his job as he
easily jokes on the air.
“Looks like Justin Bieber is in so much hot water,
he may be deported back to Canada,” says TJ, during
his Saturday afternoon show. “So if you were having
a good day that may bring your spirits down!”
But like most people, he struggled with finding
out with what he wanted to do with his future.
“I had no idea what I wanted to do with my life,
until about a week before the deadline for applying
to colleges came,” TJ says. “I knew I didn’t want to
do a nine-to-five job where I would actually have to
work and wear a suit or whatever, because I wasn’t
that kind of guy.”
Becoming a radio personality is no easy feat,
especially in a market as big as Calgary where radio
stations have the budget to find the best talent
in the country. To be successful in this business,
one needs to be patient enough to start small
and be willing to move around the country when
opportunities arise.

“Radio is probably
one of the most
underrated and
difficult things you
could ever do with
your life.”
TJ O’HALLORAN,
radio host

TJ broke into the Calgary radio scene at the
young age of 20 in 2013. He works for Virgin Radio
Calgary 98.5 FM, covering the 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. shift
Monday to Friday, and hosting every Saturday and
Sunday from noon to 5 p.m.
12
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Working for a big radio station has its perks… like mingling with the stars.
PHOTO BY COLIN MCHATTIE/CALGARY JOURNAL

Watching him work is like watching a squirrel
look for nuts; he moves quickly. He is constantly
multitasking as he expertly talks to callers on
the phone, asking them a quirky question or
convincing them to tell an embarrassing story.
He then quickly re-cuts the conversation into
hilarious bits for his listeners and plays it for
everyone to hear.
TJ , now 21, credits a Toronto radio jockey
named Fearless Fred for helping him realize his
passion. He remembers hearing Fearless Fred on
the radio one day during his lunch. He says he
laughed at something stupid Fred had said, and
thought to himself, “Wow, that must be the best
job in the world.”
He then quickly applied and was accepted in
to a broadcasting program at Humber College in
Toronto in 2010.
“Since my first day of radio school, I fell in love
with it,” TJ says. “It has really just absorbed my
entire life since I was about 17.”
TJ says there were about 35 people to graduate
with him, and out of those 35, only three are
working in the industry.

“A lot of people think it’s easy, and it’s really
not,” TJ says. “Radio is probably one of the most
underrated and difficult things you could ever do
with your life.”
TJ says that every time you speak into a
microphone you are trying to engage the
audience to care about what you have to say.
“A lot of people think you can just walk in
and talk about Miley Cyrus’ tongue and it’s
easy, but very few people can talk about Miley
Cyrus constantly and make her entertaining, for
example,” TJ says.
TJ says that it’s very rare to get a job in a market
like Calgary, Edmonton or Toronto. Often times a
broadcaster would have to start off in a place like
Drumheller, Alta. instead.
IT’S TYPICAL TO START SMALL
TJ started off his carrier in Prince Rupert, B.C. as a
morning announcer for a 99.1 EZ Rock and then
was offered a job in Prince George, B.C. co-hosting
a morning show for 94X Rock Radio Rules before
he was offered his current position in Calgary in
May 2013.

A&E
TJ is a swing announcer officially, which means
on top of his hosting duties, he is also required to
show up at many events that range from eating
contests to movie premiers.
Although being a swing announcer isn’t as
prestigious as being on the morning show, like
he was in Prince George, being a radio personality
is all about exposure.
Prince George, where TJ hosted the morning
show, only has a total population of 71,973
according to Statistics Canada. Now he is
employed by Virgin Radio Calgary, which boasts
on their website that they reach over 950,000
listeners per week.
“I would say [it’s a rarity.] At 21 I think I was
on probation in economics at U of A,” says Brad
Clark, acting chair of the broadcasting program
at Mount Royal University and veteran of the
radio industry, having previously worked for CBC
for over 16 years. “To hit a market [like Calgary]
at 21 speaks to a lot of things he’s [likely] got
going for him.”
Clark says there are a lot of misconceptions
about what a radio host does and what they
actually do. He says it takes a lot more than a
love for music or even an understanding of
music to be successful on the air and things like
understanding your audience, communication
planning, messaging and holding your listeners
attention long enough to peak their interest are
all things a host has to concern themselves with.
On top of these key factors, part of being
successful in radio may mean having the ability
to be mobile.
JD Lewis, who does Middays with JD at CJAY92
in Calgary, agrees that relocation and starting off

in small markets was the key to TJ’s
success.
“You can make mistakes that
you can’t make in a city this big in
markets that are much smaller,” JD
says who started off in Drumheller,
where he accidentally shut down the
entire radio station for over an hour. No
music, no nothing.
When asked how TJ was able to pull it off at
such a young age, JD says, “I think he is a pretty
talented dude; he put in his time in a small market
too, which almost everyone has to do.”
JD says it’s pretty uncommon to have someone
as young as TJ working in a market this size. “I
think he is a pretty talented dude; he put in his
time in a small market too, which almost everyone
has to do.”
Talent is certainly key in an industry like
broadcasting, JD says, “It’s a talent-based industry;
you either got it or your don’t to some degree,
and TJ’s got it.”
Talent in radio is a hard thing to describe
because it’s not tangible. JD says that it’s TJ’s ability
to endear his listeners and have them willing to
listen to whatever he wants to talk about that
makes him so good.
“A lot of it is in the voice too,” JD says. “Some
people can tune in and just hate the sound of your
voice. If they hate your voice on the radio, then
they hate you. TJ has got himself a great voice.”
Regardless of how hard it is to break into, TJ
has found success in an industry that is extremely
difficult to get a job in. Anyone who has seen him
work can see how happy and excited he is to come
in every day.

OTHER YOUNG RADIO JOCKS
While O’Halloran might be the
youngest DJ at Virgin, another
popular Calgary station, AMP
Radio, isn’t exactly employing
the elderly. AMP Radio 90.3
FM, which broadcasts from
the same building as Virgin,
features both Amit Sharma and
Katie Summers, two 26 year olds
making their names in Calgary radio.
“I grew up part of the MTV/MuchMusic
generation and was absolutely obsessed
with it. Straight out of high school I started
interning at a radio station that was under
the MuchMusic/CHUM umbrella, which was
a dream come true for me. At the same time,
I pursued my Radio and Television diploma
at NAIT. Six years later... Here I am at 90.3
AMP Radio as part of the best young radio
team in the country!”
– Amit Sharma with Hey! I’m Amit
“I graduated from the SAIT Radio
Broadcasting program in 2009 and got
my first job at a little station in Airdrie.
From there I moved to 660News
in Calgary for an anchoring
job before I started
working weekends
for AMP Radio.
Now, I work SUPER
EARLY as one half
of Ryan & Katie in
the Morning.”
—

Katie Summers
with Ryan & Katie in
the Morning
PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMP RADIO

Being on air is a lot of responsibility, but TJ thrives when he is performing and able to talk to his listeners. PHOTO BY COLIN MCHATTIE/CALGARY JOURNAL
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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‘Torture you?
That’s good.
I like that.’

Scorpio Theatre maintains ‘badass motif’ by taking on live
adaptation of Quentin Tarantino’s, Reservoir Dogs
JUSTIN WILSON
jwilson@cjournal.ca

T

he first film directed by Quentin Tarantino
is now the first direct-from-film adaptation
by Calgary’s Scorpio Theatre. Reservoir
Dogs, released in 1992, is the story of
a diamond heist gone wrong and the violent
aftermath that follows.
Adapted for the stage by Calgarian writer Trevor
Rueger, the script follows what Scorpio artistic
director and trained fight choreographer, Aaron
Conrad, refers to as a “badass motif” that has been
running through the company for some time.
“We’ve always been that company who will
do that thing,” Conrad says, who as an actor, is
taking on the role of the psychotic, Mr. Blonde.
“Whether that be nudity, or violence, or topical
things or whatever. I think Reservoir Dogs is a
great example of that. I mean it’s so iconic.”
The idea to stage Reservoir Dogs was first
introduced to the company more than a year
ago by director, Keith Kollee. Once the production
became a reality, Kollee says he started exploring
how to take such a classic work and make it
different, while still paying homage to what many
consider to be Tarantino’s best work.
“I firmly believe that Reservoir Dogs is one of the
great American movies,” Kollee says. “The script
is sensational, but like with every story, there’s a
hundred different ways to tell it, and with this one,
we needed to put our stamp on it.”
TARANTINO’S STYLE
Tarantino is known for his film’s musical selections
and unique brand of storytelling. He often favours
time jumps and individually titled sections, as
opposed to telling a linear story.
Reservoir Dogs is no exception. The film focuses
various sections on certain characters’ recruitment
and eventual involvement in the heist and the
bloody outcome — torture scene and all — while
never showing the robbery itself.
With regards to time shifts, Kollee says that
while costume changes are going to be tough,
theatre audiences expect small blackouts and
quick set changes as part of the experience.

14
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VIOLENCE, LANGUAGE AND MAINTAINING THE COOL
When it comes to the R-rated violence in the movie,
Conrad, who’s been working heavily on the stunts
and action sequences, points out how a lot of
what’s implied in the film version occurs off camera.
This isn’t a luxury he and Scorpio have with the live
adaptation.
“It’s interesting how everybody remembers
the violence in the film differently than how it
was portrayed,” Conrad says. “I mean, everybody
remembers the ear thing, right? But [Tarantino] cuts
away from that. You don’t actually see it getting cut
off. Of course, we can’t do that on stage. We can’t
cut away from whatever violent thing we’re going
to do. So, when we talk about ramping it up, it’s
more of a, ‘No. You have to sit here and watch it. It’s
right there. It’s 10 feet from you.’”
The same can be said for much of the film’s
dialogue. The language is gritty, laced with
profanity and is often times racist. Still, the
production won’t shy away from the story. Conrad
equates it to retelling To Kill A Mockingbird and
eliminating the N-word.
“That would be a horrible disservice to the story

as it was being told. And like it or leave it, that’s
these guys in this place at that time doing that
thing,” Conrad says. “As soon as you start picking
stuff out because you’re worried about someone’s
mom being uncomfortable, at some point you
have to say, ‘no, this is the script.’”
Kollee says that so far the biggest challenge has
been “maintaining the cool” of Reservoir Dogs.
“The original script is like a thousand Fonzies,”
Kollee says. “Being able to pinpoint why that is
and trying to maintain that has been the biggest
challenge for me.”
“As an actor, it’s about dealing with how iconic
these characters are,” Conrad adds. “I mean I play
Mr. Blonde. He’s an iconic character. You can look
at almost anybody and say, ‘Torture you? That’s
good. I like that,’ and they’ll know who you’re
talking about and what he’s about to do.”
“STUCK IN THE MIDDLE WITH YOU”
Preparing for the torture scene, in which a police
officer falls victim to Mr. Blonde, has been hard on
both Conrad and Scott Evans, the actor portraying
officer Marvin Nash.
“You have to go to a dark place to sit down
and say, ‘I’ve got a great idea that’ll be really cool.
I’m going to do this horrifying thing to another
person,’” Conrad says. “It’s draining. I’m walking off
stage going, ‘I am exhausted and need a drink.’”
Kollee says that the reaction he’s gotten from
people over the show has been one of surprise and
excitement that Scorpio Theatre has the courage
to tackle something as daring as Reservoir Dogs.
“A lot of the people I’ve talked to are getting
excited about a play in a way that I haven’t seen
people get excited about a play in a long time,”
he says.
General admission ($21) and student/senior
($17) tickets are available through Scorpio
Theatre’s website, www.scorpio.ca. The show runs
Feb. 28-March 8 at the Pumphouse Theatre’s Joyce
Doolittle Theatre.

Scott Evans plays officer Marvin Nash in Scorpio Theatre’s production of Reservoir Dogs.
In what Scorpio artistic director, Aaron Conrad, calls an “iconic” scene, Nash falls victim
to the straight razor of the psychopath, Mr. Blonde. PHOTO COURTESY SCORPIO THEATRE

listings
Comedy

Norm MacDonald. Courtesy of thelaughshopcalgary.com

The Laugh Shop Presents:
Norm MacDonald

The Laugh Shop Comedy Club
Feb. 6-8

TELEVISON
Salsa Eh!

CTV2
Feb. 23
Tune into CTV2 on Feb. 23, for a look into the
dazzling world of salsa dancing. This 30-minute
documentary, produced by Calgary Journal
editors, takes an in-depth look at the history
of the dance and the development of the
movement in Calgary, Alberta. Salsa Eh! tells
the stories of those who have been brought
together through a universal language of
dance. Produced by Michelle Thomas,
Mickey Chan and Joel Dryden.

THEATRE

Yuk Yuk’s Comedy Club Presents: Lori Gibbs

The Surrogate

Lunchbox Theatre - Feb. 3-22

Yuk Yuk’s Calgary
Feb.13-15

Unecessary Farce

Brent Butt Comedy Tour

Stage West Calgary - Feb. 6 - Mar. 13

West Side Story

Jubilee Auditorium
Feb. 11-16

James and the Giant Peach

Jack Singer Concert Hall
Feb. 25
Laugh along with funny man Brent Butt
during his “Almost a Movie Star” comedy tour.
A Canadian Comedic, best known for his roles
on sitcoms such as ‘Corner Gas’ and “Hiccups’
will be starting his tour in Ontario and
stopping in Calgary at the end of February.

Special Events

Courtesy of www.glenbow.org

Worn to be Wild: The Black Leather Jacket
The Glenbow Museum
Feb. 8 - May. 4

In The Heat of the Night
The Calgary Zoo - Feb. 13 & 14

Winefest Calgary
BMO Centre
Feb. 21 - 22

Schmancy 2014 presented by Enbridge
The Glenbow Museum
Feb. 22
Join the likes of Canadian singer/songwriter,
Bryan Adams for a night of arts and culture at
the Glenbow Museum’s annual non-gala.

StoryBook Theatre - Feb. 28 - Mar. 15

DANCE
MUSIC

Alberta Ballet. Courtesy of Facebook

Alberta Ballet
AILEY II

Jubliee Auditorium
Buckcherry. Courtesy of Facebook

Buckcherry

Marquee - Feb.1

Down with Webster

MacEwan Ballroom - Feb. 1

Brett Kissel

Cowboys Dance Hall - Feb. 7

Romantic Rachmaninoff
with Pavel Kolesnikov

Jack Singer Concert Hall - Feb. 14 & 15

Dean Brody and Cassadee Pope
Stampede Corral - Feb. 15

Chilliwack and Doucette

Deerfoot Inn & Casino - Feb. 22

Feb. 20 - 22
Ailey II, an Alberta Premiere, features
dancers who captivate audiences and
translate their strength, agility and grace
into a powerful performance.

TRADESHOWS
Calgary Boat and Sportmens Show
BMO Centre - Feb. 6 - 9

Bliss Bridal Show
The Sheraton Eau Claire - Feb. 9

World of Wheels

BMO Centre - Feb. 21 - 23

Calgary Home & Garden Show
BMO Centre - Feb. 27 - Mar. 2
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Calgary adjusts to mountains of snow
City breaks snowfall records; citizens continue to work and play

“It’s refreshing, but perhaps one more layer next time,” Devon Thurlow (left) says of her first winter run of the season with her boyfriend,
Pierre Wilken (right). PHOTO BY APRIL LAMB/CALGARY JOURNAL
LARISSA PINHAL
lpinhal@cjournal.ca

T

his winter, Calgarians are attempting
to deal with an overwhelming amount
of snowfall. According to Environment
Canada, the city fell under 52.4 cm of
snow in Dec. 2013 alone, breaking a 112-year
record.
The city has also received a record number of
complaints. Data released from the city shows
10,982 calls in Dec. 2013 compared to the 998
service requests in Dec. 2012. Jan. 2014 has also
surpassed its previous years with over 3,000
concerns from the public, including reports of
slips and falls.
However, despite the cold and burial of cars
along city streets, the residents of Calgary
continue with their daily routines and
snow-filled fun. Calgary Journal reporters
photographed both young and old enjoying the
winter wonderland.
16
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Longhaired chihuahua Tessa shakes snow
off of her parka in Calgary last week.
The Calgary Journal reporter’s dog was
just one of many four legged friends who
attempted to walk through piles of snow
left by the sudden Jan. 13 snow storm.

City and private contractor crews work
to remove snow from Somerset Drive on
Jan. 10. The city has started a program to
remove snow from residential streets to
storage sites. The program is expected to
spend $6.7 million from a reserve fund.

PHOTO BY ALLISON DRINNAN/CALGARY JOURNAL

PHOTO BY PAULINE ZULUETA/CALGARY JOURNAL
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Calgary Journal reporter Danny Luong says; “I was out taking photos for our snow-themed page when I saw a man walking across the
street towards the Peace Bridge wearing a Spider-Man costume on one of Calgary’s coldest days. People often say you need a little bit of
luck in photography — I would definitely agree.” PHOTO BY DANNY LUONG/CALGARY JOURNAL

Kenyon McNulty, an employee of Tru-Craft Roofing, was hard
at work fixing the roof of an underground parkade during the
snowstorm on Jan. 13. PHOTO BY ANNA BROOKS/CALGARY JOURNAL

When a snowstorm quickly arose on Jan. 13, plows promptly
cleared Prince’s Island Park as cyclists and joggers continued
their regular exercise regimen. PHOTO BY APRIL LAMB/CALGARY JOURNAL

Parents and children in Douglas Glen enjoy a sunny Saturday afternoon tobogganing in the snow. The neighbourhood was No. 4 on the list
of communities that complained about snow on its residential streets, with 114 total complaints. PHOTO BY ALYSSA QUIRICO/CALGARY JOURNAL
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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BILL LAPLANTE: ‘BIG MAN’
takes break from radio
Host of Calgary indie radio show to shift his focus
from the airwaves to his weight

“You need to sort
your stuff out,
because you’re
dying.”

18
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JUSTIN WILSON laptop decked out with the logos of several local
jwilson@cjournal.ca bands; Laplante is in his comfort zone.
Many at the venue are musicians who have
t’s Halloween, and Internet radio host Bill been guests on Laplante’s show. They’ve had
Laplante is broadcasting his show Big Bill’s their songs played, voices heard, engaged in
Indie Underground live from the Blind serious discussion and told tasteless jokes, which
Beggar Pub. The broadcast marks the Laplante says is the show’s norm.
one-year anniversary of the show’s official
“I just hammered away with the idea of what
launch party.
I wanted it to be,” the 33-year-old Laplante says,
Costumed attendees are flooding the Beggar enjoying the air on the Beggar’s patio prior to
for the 2013 Halloween Monster Jam, several of the broadcast. “I was never trained or anything,
whom beeline it to Laplante, sitting just to the I just went with it. I’ve always spoken from the
left of the stage —his long hair hanging from heart. You’re going to get some bad humour,
under his trademark black bandana. Behind an some great humour, but mainly, you’re going to
array of headphones, microphones, a mixer and a get some really awesome tunes.”

I

PROFILES
Laplante’s on-air moniker is “The Big Man,”
and he owns it. Literally. The words are tattooed
across his knuckles. Laplante has embraced his
size and it’s hard not to smile at how he has made
the name work for him.
This Halloween, the smiles on the faces of
those around him convey the positivity the radio
host is known for. But tonight’s show carries
more meaning than those of the past.
“I’ve got to say, it’s been a while. I’ve missed
this. I really enjoy doing this, but this is the
second last one guys,” Laplante says into his mic
and over the airwaves.
He’s putting the show on hold. He has to.

“They never
really knew
what was wrong
with me and that
scares me.”
BILL LAPLANTE,
Radio Host

NO STRANGER TO THE HOSPITAL
Since 2005, Laplante has dealt with congenital
heart failure, a diagnosed sleeping disorder, a
2009 systemic infection, the H1N1 virus and most
recently a hospital stay lasting several weeks
caused by severe chest pain.
The stay put his health issues in perspective
and has pushed Laplante to start making
changes.
“To be completely honest, I was too heavy
to go on some of the machines to be tested,”
Laplante says. “They gave me morphine,
antibiotics, blood thinners, oxygen. They put me
on everything until basically they were like, ‘We
don’t know what’s wrong with you, but you need
to sort your stuff out, because you’re dying.’”
They never really knew what was wrong with
me and that scares me.”
CHILDHOOD
A born and raised Calgarian, Laplante says that
the issues started at a young age. When his
father left when he was at the age five, he says
that he became a sad child who ate a lot, which
according to a variety of sources, for many is a
common reaction when dealing with loss.
Laplante was raised by his mother in a Calgary
housing project while his father remained in his
life from a distance. This, he says, is where he
first learned about support and how to push
through the hard times. Looking back, he only
remembers there being one or two fathers in the
entire complex.

‘The Big Man,’ Bill Laplante, has been broadcasting live from the Blind Beggar Pub now
for more than a year. The Internet radio host of Big Bill’s Indie Underground, while still a
presence at the bar, has put his broadcast on hold for the foreseeable future due to serious
health concerns. PHOTO BY JUSTIN WILSON/CALGARY JOURNAL

“It was the norm. Moms trying to work hard to
put food on the table for their kids, neighbours
would lend each other stuff and we’d all pull
together,” he says.
Laplante credits his mother, Eva, for getting
him into music like the Eagles, Prince and The
Doobie Brothers. He’d sit in his mom’s 1980
Camaro — a car the family still owns — and drift
off into his safe place.
Laplante’s mother says that one of the biggest
things she tried to instill in her son was positivity
and the knowledge that he was always loved,
even through the dark times.
“I was hurt, but I wasn’t bitter,” Eva said of her
husband leaving. “I went on with my life because
I had to. Everyday is a new day. That’s what kept
me positive. Having Billy kept me positive.”
On her son’s decision to shift his focus from his
radio show to his health, Eva says that radio will
always be there and that once the Calgary music
community understands why Laplante is doing
what he’s doing, his future is going to skyrocket.
“Your journey is your life, it’s your health, it’s
your future and it’s the most important thing that
you have to do right now,” she says.

A VOICE FOR CHANGE
For Laplante, when not invested in Calgary’s local
music scene, he often turns his focus to social
change. His church, Deer Park United Church,
has opened the door for him to explore different
ways of donating his time to causes in Calgary
and abroad.
“Right now, we have a project where we’re
building water systems in Malawi. We do
outreach with Inn From The Cold, and we also
help out with the Calgary Interfaith Food Bank.”
He attributes his desire to help the food bank
to the amount he and his family had to use it
growing up.
GETTING STARTED
Laplante’s launch pad into web-based radio came
on Feb. 1, 2008 with Big Bill’s Flamecast, though the
idea originated four years prior during the Calgary
Flames 2004 Stanley Cup run.
“To be honest, the first hundred podcasts were
horrible,” says Laplante, followed by a laugh. “But I’ve
always been about not messing around. That’s always
been my thing. If the players sucked, I told people,
‘these guys sucked.’ It was about being real.”
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Bill ‘the Big Man’ Laplante, host of Big Bill’s Indie Underground, had his final broadcast for the foreseeable future on Halloween of 2013
due to serious health concerns. He has since begun swimming five days a week as part of his daily exercise routine. PHOTO BY JUSTIN WILSON/CALGARY
JOURNAL

Bill Laplante has suffered both heart
failure and dealt with an accidental
contraction of the H1N1 virus. He has
recently taken to regaining his health
after being sidelined by chest pains
several months ago. PHOTO BY JUSTIN WILSON/
CALGARY JOURNAL
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The podcast paved the way for Laplante
to explore other topics on-air. He eventually
began “Bill’s Happy Hour.” The program,
originally broadcast three times a week,
explored everything from video games, to
movies, to indie music. Since Big Bill’s Indie
Underground was launched on Oct. 27, 2012,
Happy Hour has become a special broadcast
with no set time slot.
Before Laplante’s hiatus, he was doing five
Indie Underground broadcasts per week, along
with a weekend podcast.
Laplante says he expected a much smoother
transition when switching his focus from
Happy Hour to Indie Underground. In the initial
stages, he would often go out of his way to be
shocking in an effort to attract an audience.
“It was easier talking about video games and
joking around with Happy Hour than it was to
promote independent music,” says Laplante.
“I thought the audience would carry over but
there are two different audiences.”
The difficulties in promoting independent
music, he says, lie in the fact that people want
to know lyrics and that familiarity is key for a
large draw.
“ That’s why a lot of these terrestrial
radio stations just over play the hell out of
everything. They hammer it down your throat,”
Laplante says. “I don’t do that to my audience.”
Listeners as far away as the U.K. have heard
Laplante broadcast from over 100 live events,
with the primary venue being the Beggar.

“That’s always been
my thing. If the
players sucked, I
told people, ‘these
guys sucked.’ It was
about being real.”
BILL LAPLANTE,
Radio Host

PROFILES
HIS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE BEGGAR
His broadcasts from the bar stem from a Shark Fin
Free awareness event held at the bar in September
2012.
The day after the event, having been impressed
by one of the bands, Laplante called the bar to
ask about booking them for a charity barbeque.
Blind Beggar general manager Adam Gawryluk
answered the phone.
As it turned out, the band in question was
Gawryluk’s band, Bloom.
Bloom played the barbeque and the two of
them discussed bringing Laplante’s broadcast to
the Beggar.
“He brings an awesome presence. He brings a
big smile, he brings a lot of fun, he brings energy
and excitement,” Gawryluk says. “I love the fact
that if you’re the band in the room and he’s got
all his mics set up, he’s going to make sure he gets
everyone on the mic.”
At the Monster Jam, that’s exactly what Laplante
is doing. Throughout the night, he seems to get
almost everyone who says hi on the air.
The Halloween broadcast — the one marking
his show’s anniversary — was, for the time being,
his last.
UNTIL NEXT TIME
With that sign off, his health officially became
priority number one.
Laplante is determined to reach his goals
without surgery, something one of his doctors told
him would be impossible. Laplante emphatically
disagrees, as is evident by his use of profanity when
mentioning said doctor.
“I can do this. I’ve been able to do many things
through will power and if someone tells me I can’t
do something, they can shut their mouths. I’m going
to prove them wrong.”
Laplante says he knows the process will be a
long one, but with three near death experiences
attributed to his heart, he’s more serious about
making the change than he’s ever been about radio.
“I started to go back to the YMCA and I’m
swimming again and I’m reading lots of books and
researching foods,” Laplante says. “I’m learning a lot

Tammy Amstutz, bassist for Calgary’s Makeshift Innocence, has had her band played on
several of Laplante’s broadcasts and podcasts. Laplante started broadcasting Calgary’s
indie bands on one of his first radio shows, Bill’s Happy Hour. PHOTO BY JUSTIN WILSON / CALGARY JOURNAL

about diets and what works for me. I have cut out all
pop and chips and all fast food. I have also started
making my own food and eating lots of fresh organic
veggies.”
Looking to the future, Laplante dreams of one day
owning a bar with a unique take on supporting local
music. At this point, he is keeping the idea close to
the chest.
For now, the ‘Big Man’ will focus on his heart. And
with how much of it he’s been dedicating to Calgary
music, the break is long overdue.

UPDATE
It has been more than three months since
Laplante’s last sign-off. In that time, he has
continued swimming nearly every day, become
a member of two Calgary gyms and says he
regularly spends upwards of two hours in
an infrared sauna. Since ending his regular
broadcasts from the Blind Beggar, he has
cut out alcohol and pub food completely,
something he deems responsible for the
hoodie he now finds too big.

Local Internet radio personality, Bill Laplante, has decided to put away his headphones for the time being as he directs his focus on his
health after chest pains led to a lengthy hospital stay. PHOTO BY JUSTIN WILSON/CALGARY JOURNAL
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From Calgary food bank
client to employee
How this single mom took control of her life with her ‘piss or get off the pot’ attitude

Laurie Jeselon enjoys hanging out with all three of boys whenever she can get them all together. Jesse, Jason and Jacob all have busy lives of
work and school. PHOTO COURTESY OF COURTNEY TAYLOR

“Y

COURTNEY TAYLOR
CTAYLOR@CJOURNAL.CA

ou can sit there and wallow ‘oh woe is
me,’ or you can take control of your life.”
This is what Laurie Jeselon said about
creating a new life path.
The 44-year-old single mom has made the best
of opportunities given to her and has worked hard
to change her life for the better. Once a client of the
Calgary Inter-Faith Food Bank, she has now been
employed there for the past eight years, has a place
to call home and provides for her three children.
Dressed casually in jeans and a T-shirt, Jeselon
looks right at home as she sits at one of the many
empty tables in the lunchroom at the food bank. She
is at ease as she starts describing her story about the
last 13 years of her life.
Things got off to a rocky start. Jeselon moved
to Calgary in Sept. 2000 with four suitcases — one
for her and each of her three young boys. She had
followed her then partner from Abbotsford, B.C.,
and just a month after moving to Calgary, she found
herself with little money and no food.
Her boys, Jacob and Jason, were just eight and five
years old, while Jesse was only a 10-month-old baby.
(They are now 21, 19 and 13.)
“We were living with my partner, his brother and
his dysfunctional family with no food. I had no food to
give my kids for lunch or dinner. Just no food,” she said.
That’s when she was directed to the Calgary Inter22
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Faith Food Bank. There, she not only received an
overflowing cart of groceries, but was directed to
other services.
“It was an overwhelming experience,” she said. “In
Abbotsford it was once in a blue moon I would get
milk or meat, but here we pretty much received a
full-balanced meal.”

“Life happens right?
I never planned on
moving to Calgary and
as much as it’s been a
rollercoaster, it’s been
the best thing that has
ever happened.”
LAURIE JESELON,
Calgary Inter-Faith Food Bank

Jeselon’s story is a great example of the Calgary
Inter-Faith Food Bank’s slogan at work. The food bank
is all about ‘giving a hand up not just a hand out.’
Jeselon could have taken that cart of groceries, fed
her family and continued the cycle of bad partners

and bad living situations. Instead she said she has
used the help offered, worked hard and has changed
her life.
As is the norm for all food bank clients, Jeselon was
directed to other services to help her and her family.
One of these services was Calgary Urban Project
Society or as it’s more commonly referred to — CUPS.
CUPS is a non-profit organization committed
to helping people get out of poverty. They have
different programs to help people overcome their
situations including integrated healthcare, housing
and housing services.
“CUPS became a part of my life,” Jeselon said. “I
started taking parenting courses and hanging out
with other moms.”
WHERE IT ALL STARTED
Jeselon moved around a lot growing up. She was
born in Edmonton, Alta., moved to St. Albert, and
then Nanaimo, B.C. She is the eldest of two children;
her sister Brandie is two and a half years younger.
When she was 13, her parents divorced and she
moved to Victoria to live with her mom.
She graduated high school in 1987, and moved
back to Nanaimo where she attended college but
dropped out and worked a few different nanny jobs.
She then moved to Vancouver where she enrolled
in an auto body technician program, which she
eventually had to drop out of due to circumstances
regarding her safety in Vancouver. After this, she went
back to Nanaimo to stay with her dad.

LIVING
Jeselon married the father of her two oldest sons
in 1993 and was married to him for four years. She
then spent 10 years on and off with the father of her
youngest son.
THE ROUGH TIMES
In April 2001, less than a year after moving to Calgary,
Jeselon and her family were evicted from the home
they shared with her partner and his family. They
ended up in what she said they later found used to
be a “crack shack.”
“We spent the next 10 months in shelters,
Calgary Housing Company lost my application five
times,” Jeselon said. “Jesse and I were at Inn from
the Cold and they would find a bed for my middle
son every other Saturday night so we could spend
some time together.”
Her youngest son Jesse (now 13) has few
memories from their time at Inn from the Cold since
he was only two.
“I remember two things: I blew my first bubble with
gum and there was a room with a TV and we watched
movies,” he said. “It was fun.”
Eventually her application was advanced to the
top of the list and they found a home for her and
Jesse. At this time, Jason and Jacob were staying with
their father.

“What would happen is I would take the bus there
in the morning and be there for 8 a.m., but my ride
to CUPS wouldn’t show up until 11 or 11:30 a.m., so
in the meantime I would putt around,” Jeselon said.
Her definition of ‘putt around’ was to clean up,
organize and help people who were coming in. She
said she enjoyed the people at the food bank and
loved helping out.
“After an X amount of time, the lady who worked
there just said, ‘you should work here, you fit here,
you need to try,’” Jeselon said.
“That’s how I ended up at the food bank, and that
is where life really took a big change.”
Thelma Henry, the operations manager at the food
bank, said, “We knew before she even started that
she was transitioning from living on the streets, and
couch surfing, but we saw qualities in her and knew
she would be the type of person that would work
well here.”
The big change in her life was the stability the
food bank gave her. It was a full-time position,
which gave her much needed financial support
and it was a supportive environment, which gave
her mental stability.
“We’ve been blessed to have her here, she is gentle
but not a pushover,” Henry said. “She has such a caring
and loving attitude.”

MAKING CHANGES
Things picked back up when she started working for
CUPS as an intake worker, signing everyone in upon
their arrival.
“After I was there for three months, their cook quit
and they asked me if I could cook and I said yes,” she
said. “Their response was ‘oh good, do you want a job?
We really like you and want to keep you.’”
Jeselon spent three and a half years working as the
kitchen manager at CUPS.
But it was only part-time work and at this point
she was on her own supporting her three boys and
finding it very difficult.
Part of her job entailed going to the Calgary InterFaith Food Bank regularly to pick up food for the
kitchen at CUPS.

EXTENDED FAMILY
Jeselon said even though she has no family in Calgary,
her co-workers and the volunteers at the food bank
have become her extended family.
“There is one gentleman here, a volunteer, who
said ‘Well, you don’t have a dad here, and I have a
daughter,’ so now he’s adopted me as his ‘other’
daughter,” Jeselon said.
That volunteer’s name is Art Dobson and he has
been volunteering with the food bank for three years.
“It is a pleasure working with Laurie, she is a
great lady,” Dobson said. “She has the right attitude
about life.”
Dobson drives Jeselon home twice a week and
is always full of advice for her, truly acting as a
father figure.

Back in 2005 Laurie was just starting her job at the food bank and looks happy and content
in this family photo. PHOTO COURTESY OF LAURIE JESELON

Laurie grew up with her sister Brandie
who is two and half years younger pictured
here in 1985. PHOTO COURTESY OF LAURIE JESELON
“I try and keep her on the right path,” he said.
Chuckling he continued, “I give her hell about
everything really.”
FAMILY LIFE
After all the years of instability with her oldest sons
moving in and out, having friends of her boys, or
friends of hers staying with her periodically, and
living in less than desirable situations, she finally has
all three boys living at home with her.
They all just moved into a house in the northeast
community of Abbeydale in July of this year. They
have family dinners where friends who feel more
like family come over, and she manages to get out
of the house about once a week for some alone time.
“I am not the richest person in the world financially,
but I am rich because I have good friends and good
people involved in my life,” she said. “I may not have
family here, (other than my boys) but I have chosen
family and community.”
Jeselon said she hopes to stay at the food bank
for the foreseeable future since she loves what she
does and the people she gets to work with. As for
her personal life, she has no set plans for a future
significant other and is firm on the idea that life
just happens.
“I had plans, and life decided that wasn’t my plan. I
never meant to meet Jesse’s dad, didn’t mean to have
Jesse,” she said.
“Life happens right? I never planned on moving to
Calgary and as much as it’s been a rollercoaster, it’s
been the best thing that has ever happened.”
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Finding love online
How one woman found the love of her life with dating service, Christian Mingle
JESSICA PHILLIPS
jphillips@cjournal.ca

W

alking through the doors of 23-yearold Stephanie Gingues’ Cochrane
home, the environment is warm.
The dog, Oden, runs to greet the
new visitor.
Gingues shoos Oden to his bed, and welcomes
me in.
Twenty-seven-year-old Tyler Robson and I sit
down, while Gingues makes her fiancé tea.
“Sugar? Two? Brown?” she asks.
“Sure,” Robson replies, smiling.
“I know you so well,” Gingues says, laughing,
as she sits beside her fiancé.
Though the couple have only been together
for nine months, they seem in tune with each
other. They’re just like any couple, sitting close,
disciplining their fur baby, and discussing their
day.
What makes them different is how they met,
online, through a website titled Christian Mingle.
Meeting online is becoming increasingly
popular these days. According to a 2012 article
on USAToday.com, more than one third of new
marriages start online, although no Canadian
statistics were available.
Websites designed for dating have become
much more popular. Almost everyone has a
smart phone, which means constant access to
the Internet. Meeting people on a wider scale
just makes sense. It can be especially easy for
people with similar interests.
Frustrated by the types of guys she was
meeting at bars and around town, Gingues knew
she had to find someone different.

Stephanie Gingues and Tyler Robson met
each other online through a website titled
Christian Mingle. PHOTO COURTESY OF STEPHANIE GINGUES
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Faith is a huge part of Gingues and Robson’s relationship, and they believe in serving God
first, before each other. PHOTO BY LARISSA PINHAL/CALGARY JOURNAL

Robson agrees and says, “In the past, I’ve learned
to not compromise on what I was looking for and
what is important to me. Instead of just worrying
about everybody else’s happiness, I worry about
what is important to me and not compromise on
what it takes to get there.”
Gingues is a student and works as a part-time
lifeguard and Robson is a full-time accountant.
Because they were so busy, they decided to go
online to a popular Christian dating site called
ChristainMingle.com, which is designed for
people of the Christian faith to find others sharing
similar values.
“I signed up for that website because I wanted
to meet someone who had the same faith
background that I did,” Gingues says. “I was sick of
meeting the jokers around town. All they wanted
to do was go to the bar.”
Robson had the same issue, with not being able
to find women who shared his core values.
“With work and school and everything being
very busy, it was really tough to meet anybody
outside of my immediate circle of acquaintances,”
Robson says. “So that was a main reason for me to
try the online approach. As well, I chose Christian
Mingle because it was in line with what I knew I
was looking for in a potential partner.”
On the site, you fill in a questionnaire about
yourself including what faith you are and how
often you attend church. You can then browse
other profiles and find people you might be
interested in.
“It was her free spirit and happy nature, and the
way she was talking about her faith and beliefs,”

Robson says in regards to what drew him to her
profile. “I could tell she was sincere and genuine.”
The couple fell in love fast, getting engaged
in the middle of October 2013. Robson took her
to Banff, Alta. to propose. Robson says, “I knew
very early on that she was the only one for me.”
With a secret photographer there to capture the
moment, he pulled out the ring and “thankfully,
blessedly, she said yes.”
Faith is a huge part of the couple’s relationship
and they believe in serving God first before
serving each other. “It’s keeping God first in our
relationship, which is something that’s really
weird, for a lot of people,” Gingues says.
“The basis of our faith drives how we love and
treat each other and everyone else,” Robson
says. “It’s how we approach our decisions,
conversations, disagreements and everything
like that.”
The couple endorses online relationships fully,
noting it’s better than going to a bar to find
someone you have nothing in common with.
Jessica Tkachuk, Gingues’ maid of honour, can
see the change in her friend.
“She seems more confident, almost
independent in a way. As if he inspires in her the
ability to follow her goals and ambitions more
fully. Maybe it’s the way he believes in her,” she
says.
The future holds a lot of exciting things for the
couple such as their wedding in July 2014, school
finishing for Gingues, and a new job for Robson.
With little plans far down the line, Robson says,
“It’s just a matter of enjoying life together.”

The flu vaccine has run out...

TRENDS

How to stay healthy with naturopathic and nutritional methods

This season has been one of the most successful years for immunization, with more than 1 million Albertans receiving the vaccine.
PHOTO COURTESY OF STEVEN DEPOLO/FLICKR

W

ERICA POLLOCK
epollock@cjournal.ca

ith over 1 million Albertans
immunized in 2013, vaccines across
the province ran dry in January.
Specifically, Calgary vaccinations
ran out on Jan. 10 — and mass clinics closed
that evening at 6:30 p.m., and will not reopen
this season, an Alberta Health Services press
release states.
This year has been one of the most successful
years for immunization, with over 1 million
Albertans receiving the vaccine.
However, Alberta Health Services is reporting
over 2,200 confirmed cases of the flu, and 10
deaths, as of Jan. 16.
“Those most at risk for the flu are children
under the age of five, adults over age 65, people
with weakened immune systems, heart disease,
diabetes and pregnant women,” wrote Dr. Glen
Armstrong, a professor in the department of
microbiology, immunology and infectious
diseases at U of C.
“It should be noted that these are risk factors
for normal seasonal flu strains. The H1N1 strain,
for some reason, hits people in the 20 to 50 age

group hardest,” he says.
A small amount of vaccines have been saved
for children who require a second dose, and
for potential outbreaks in healthcare centres.
The CBC reported on Jan. 15 that “the
province is about half way through flu
season but there are no plans to reopen mass
vaccination clinics, according to Dr. Chris
Sikora, chief medical officer of health for the
Edmonton Zone.”
So what should you do if you were unable to
get the vaccine?
Dr. Armstrong wrote in an email that some
simple things could be done to help avoid
getting the flu this season.
“Frequent hand washing, stay well hydrated
by drinking plenty of water, do not become
overtired, try to relax and not become stressed,
exercise, eat healthy foods, and get out in the
sunshine whenever possible to boost vitamin D
levels,” he says.
Dr. Stephanie Andrews, a naturopathic
doctor at Cambrian Pharmacy, wrote in an
email that treating the flu, and preventing it,
is multi-factorial.
“Eating nutrient and anti-oxidant rich foods
are critical to flu prevention,” Dr. Andrews wrote.

“Additionally, bone broth soup is an excellent
way of maintaining hydration and electrolyte
balance while fighting the flu.
“When I feel run down, or many people around
me are coming down with the flu, I like to take an
ACES+ supplement — which includes Vitamin A,
Vitamin C, Vitamin E, selenium and zinc — along
with other supplements such as vitamin D and
Oscillococcinum.
“I find these methods to be quite effective in
preventing and minimizing flu-like symptoms.
As health involves many aspects, results are
better when you cover all your bases.”
Lee Symborski, who has never taken the flu
vaccine, has been using homeopathic methods
for four years for herself and her family, and has
found it to be quite effective.
“I am skeptical about the effectiveness of the
flu shot. We take influenzinum for the length of
the flu season and it’s worked fine for me and my
family,” Symborski says.
“I think we should be questioning a lot of
things, and not blindly following the medical
establishment,” she says. “We have to be smart
consumers and do our homework.
“I know there’s skepticism (about alternative
methods), but there’s also no harm in doing it. “
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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FOOD
SNACK TIME

What athletes crave
Canadian Olympic athletes answer questions about food

W

hat do Olympic athletes like to eat? It turns out it’s not all that
different from you and me. Four of Canada’s top Olympic athletes,
who are currently living in Calgary, sat down with The Calgary
Journal to dish on their favourite snacks, meals and cravings.
DEJA LEONARD | dleonard@cjournal.ca
Mini Bio: Hayley
Wickenheiser will be
Canada’s flagbearer this
year, and is the longest
serving member of Canada’s
National Women’s team.
Wickenheiser’s hometown
is Shaunavon, Sask., but she
moved to Calgary in 1991.

GRAPHIC BY JODI EGAN/CALGARY JOURNAL, PHOTOS COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA

What unhealthy food do
you crave most during
training?
Chocolate! And I indulge in
dark chocolate when I am
craving it.
Hayley Wickenheiser, Ice Hockey.

Name your most visited
restaurant in the city?
What do you order?
Notable in Bowness is a favourite. I can’t pick a favourite menu item, they’re
all so good. I also recently had one of the best meals of my life at Cassis Bistro!
PHOTO COURTESY OF OLYMPIC.CA

James McNaughton, Bobsleigh PHOTO BY COURTESY OF OLYMIC.CA
Mini Bio: James McNaughton, 26, was born in Newmarket, Ont. and began
competing internationally in 2011-2012 after attending his first recruitment
camp during the lead-up to the Vancouver 2012 Olympic Winter Games.
What unhealthy food do you crave most during training?
Chips.
Name your most visited restaurant in the city? What do you order?
Macleod Sushi and BBQ. All you can eat.
Mini Bio: Anastasia Bucsis, 24, was
born in Calgary and started speed
skating at the age of four. She made
her Olympic debut in Vancouver 2010.

Kimberly McRae, Luge PHOTO COURTESY OF OLYMPIC.CA
Mini Bio: At 21, Kimberly McRae is one of the youngest members of the
Canadian luge team. She was born in Victoria, but Calgary is her hometown.
In December 2011, McRae won silver at the America-Pacific Championships.
What unhealthy food do you crave most during training?
Pizza is a big one.
Name your most visited restaurant in the city? What do you order?
Juree’s Thai Place on 16th Avenue would be the most visited. I would order
red curry, green curry, pad Thai and coconut rice.
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What unhealthy food do you crave
most during training?
Pizza and sushi.
Name your most visited restaurant
in the city? What do you order?
I think it’s a tie! If I’m in the mood for
pizza, I’ll definitely go to Cibo and
order the wild boar bacon thincrust.
If I’m feeling sushi, I think the best
restaurant in town is Towa Sushi
on 4th Street. It’s smaller but the
ambiance is amazing and the rainbow
roll is by far the best I’ve ever had…
(It also doesn’t hurt that I’m an athlete
and their rolls are huge!)

Anastasia Bucsis, Speed Skating
— Long track.
PHOTO COURTESY OF OLYMPIC.CA

Gilmore Junio: A rookie Olympic
medal threat

SPORTS

23 year old will compete in men’s long track speed skating

G

QUINTON AMUNDSON
qamundsonl@cjournal.ca

ilmore Junio — the son of Filipino
immigrants — embraced Canada’s favourite
past time, hockey, at a very early age as
a born and raised Calgarian. He even
harboured dreams about qualifying for the NHL.
However, his father — Gino Junio — suggested
a different path.
“When I was 13, it kind of became apparent to
my dad I wouldn’t possess the size (he is 5-8 today)
and strength to make it to the highest level,” Gilmore
Junio said via email.
“Maybe concerned about my safety, he suggested
I try speed skating. I attended a talent identification
camp a few weeks later and met up with a coach
that thought I had potential and went from there.”
A YOUNG, RISING SHORT TRACK STAR
He proceeded from that camp as a competitive upand-coming short track speed skater. He was named
to Alberta’s short track ‘A’ team in 2005 at age 15. In
the same year, he qualified for his very first Canadian
Age-Class Short Track Championships and finished
fourth overall.
More success followed in 2007, as he earned the
invitation to represent Alberta at the Canada Winter
Games in Whitehorse. He managed to finish fourth
place in both the men’s 3,000 metre and 500-metre
event.
By the end of the 2008-2009 season, Junio was a
short track speed skater ranked 17th in Canada. His
future was looking very bright.

Gilmore Junio. PHOTO BY ALLISON DRINNAN/CALGARY
JOURNAL

Gilmore Junio received his Canadian Olympic jacket on Jan. 22 at the Calgary Olympic
Oval, as one of the 17 long track speed skaters that will represent Canada in Sochi. Here
is Junio (front) wearing the jacket in the presence of Ian Moss, Speed Skating Canada
CEO, Gene Edworthy of the Canadian Olympic Committee and France St. Louis, Canada’s
Assistant Chef de Mission for the 2014 games. PHOTO BY ALLISON DRINNAN/CALGARY JOURNAL
THE ACCIDENT
The 2009-2010 campaign was poised to be a
memorable last season in junior for Junio. He was
considered to be a favourite to represent Canada at
the Short Track World Junior Championships in Taipei,
Taiwan.
However, while training in Sherbrooke, Que., two
weeks before the Canadian junior championships,
Junio crashed into the boards head first and fractured
two of his vertebrae.
“When I had that injury, I did have some thoughts
of quitting,” Junio told the Calgary Journal on Jan.22.
“But at the moment I said, ‘I’m not going to quit, I’m
going to pursue my goal of representing Canada,’
it kind of cemented the fact that I did want to be a
speed skater.
“It (the injury) almost brought me to another level.
I almost took for granted my skating before. Now I
know what it means to me to skate and be a speed
skater. It’s almost a blessing in disguise.”
ROAD TO SOCHI AS A LONG TRACK
SPEED SKATER
After recovering from the injury and determined to
represent Canada in the very same 2009-2010 season,
Junio decided to switch to long track speed skating
where the chances of injury are less due to the oval
being roomier and the turns not as tight.
He trained hard and was able to earn the honour to
represent Canada at the 2010 Long Track World Junior
Championships. He managed to place fourth in the
500 metre and seventh in the 1,000-metre event.

He made the transition to the senior level to start
the 2010-11 season and he has been rapidly climbing
in the international rankings ever since. After finishing
27th in the World Cup rankings at the end of his first
season, he has climbed up the standings to earn the
No. 8 World Cup ranking in the men’s 500 metre.
He has made this ascent in the rankings while
being a kinesiology student at the University of
Calgary.
His first place finish in a World Cup race at Salt
Lake City this past November confirms he will
be a contender for a medal in the 500-metre
event. He considers it his greatest competitive
accomplishment to date.
He was officially named as one of the 17 long
track speed skaters to represent Canada at the 2014
games on Jan. 22.
OLYMPIC MOTIVATIONS
Junio stated he would aim to earn a medal in Sochi
in the 500-metre event, and push himself to do his
very best.
Everything about taking part in the Olympics
excites Junio, but he is anticipating one moment in
particular.
“The one moment that I think will make it feel real
will be walking into the opening ceremonies from
the tunnel and seeing all the people looking at me,
wearing the maple leaf and representing Canada,”
he said.
He will compete in the 500-metre race starting on
Friday, Feb.10 at 6 a.m., MST.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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SPORTS

Calgary athletes going for gold
Top, local Olympians to watch out for in Sochi

ILLUSTRATION BY GEOFF CRANE/CALGARY JOURNAL

A

s February approaches, the sporting world
is a buzz in anticipation for the 2014 Winter
Olympics in Sochi, Russia.
After a successful run on home soil in Vancouver
in 2010, Canada’s expectations are high for our
athletes this year.

Amongst the multitude of Canadians heading
to Sochi to represent our country is a considerably
strong contingent of Calgarians who are also
predicted to be top contenders for medals in their
respective sports.
Although we recommend watching all events

LUGE TEAM RELAY

Alex Gough and Tristan Walker. PHOTO TAKEN FROM TRISTAN WALKER’S
FACEBOOK
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I

with Calgarian Olympians, The Calgary Journal has
compiled a list of four great events to watch to get
you started:

magine hurtling down a track of ice at
speeds upwards of 130 kilometres per
hour with nothing between you and a
nasty spill but a fiberglass sled.
Many Calgary commuters can’t even
reach that speed on Deerfoot Trail, but
for the all-Calgary Luge team heading to
Sochi, it’s just another joy ride.
Alex Gough leads a talented all-Calgary
squad that is expected to challenge for a
medal in the new luge relay event this year.
Turns out, Canada isn’t too bad at the
sports newest event, approved by the
International Olyimpic Commitee on April
6, 2011.
The team of Calgarians have already
won silver in the World Championship
last year in Whistler, B.C. to go with a
World Cup bronze won on the Sochi track
to finish off the 2012-2013 luge season.

GEOFF CRANE | gcrane@cjournal.ca
QUINTON AMUNDSON | qamundson@cjournal.ca
Already being familiar with the Sochi
track and having had some early success
there, bodes well for Canada’s ice track
speedsters.
Accompanied by Samuel Edney, and
the tandem of Tristan Walker and Justin
Snith, the team luge relay requires a
female rider, male rider and one duo to
each take a run down the track form the
women’s starting gate. Once the first
rider begins her run, the time clock starts
and will stop once the duo finishes their
run.
One of the fastest events in the games,
Calgary’s luge relay team offers one of
Canada’s best chances to obtain a medal.
The luge team relay will take place on
Feb. 13. Be sure to check local TV listings
for event coverage.
— GEOFF CRANE

SPORTS

A

SKELETON

ll four members of Canada’s Olympic
skeleton team are connected to
the province of Alberta in one
way or another. Eric Neilson was born in
Lethbridge, Mellisa Hollingsworth was
born in Lacombe and both Sarah Reid
and John Fairbairn currently call Calgary
home.
The Canadian skeleton team has
been the most successful amongst
any participating nation, picking up
four medals in the past two Olympics,
including gold medals in both 2006 and
2010 in the men’s competition.
John Fairbairn and Eric Neilson will
both vie to become the first Albertan
to earn a medal in this competition.
Fairbairn, on paper, represents Canada’s
best hope for a medal, as he is ranked
No. 5 in the male skeleton international
rankings. Neilson is ranked No. 12.

Sarah Reid. PHOTO BY MAX SHILETTO/CALGARY JOURNAL

V

ancouver 2010 golden-girl and
Calgarian, Kaillie Humphries, is in
top form ahead of the 2014 Sochi
games where she will attempt to defend
her 2010 Olympic title.
Fresh off a thrilling victory in the
women’s World Cup in January,
Humphries and partner Heather Moyse,
are in top form and out to continue
Canada’s dominance on the women’s
bobsled track.
“It’s going to be difficult challenge,”
Humphries told The Calgary Journal back
in December 2013. “We’re going to really
have to be able to go with the flow and
really just do the very best that we can.
That’s all we can expect of ourselves.”
Humphries has already etched her
name into the history books as she and

racing partner Moyse became the first
Canadian women to win Olympic bobsled
gold along with racking up a series of
track records along the way.
This year’s Olympic games will provide
a challenge for Humphries as she and
Moyse compete on foreign soil without
the support of the massive hometown
crowds behind them.
As World Cup champions, they know the
target is on their back as their competitors
look to knock them off the top.
As the 2014 Sochi games commence,
Humphries and Moyse will be a can’t-miss
as they take on the best the world has
to offer.
Women’s bobsled will take place on Feb.
18, check local listings for event coverage.

SPEED SKATING

Gilmore Junio. PHOTO BY JESSICA PHILLIPS/CALGARY JOURNAL

— GEOFF CRANE

C

Calgarian Sarah Reid is also the
highest ranked Canadian in the women’s
international rankings at No. 12. The 26
year old will be making her Olympic debut
in Sochi. She is coming off a breakout
2012-2013 season where she ended up
on the podium as the 2013 World Bronze
Medalist. Reid also achieved gold medal
success at the World Junior level. It was
watching the 2006 Canadian team earn
three medals in Turin, Italy, that sparked
her desire to be on this team, and she will
be a medal threat.
Mellisa Hollingsworth was the lone
female to pick up a medal in 2006, by
finishing in third place.
All four members of the team will be in
action for their initial singles runs starting
at 5:30 a.m., MST on Feb. 14.
— QUINTON AMUNDSON

WOMEN’S BOBSLED

Kaillie Humphries. PHOTO
COURTESY OF HTTP://WWW.BOBTEAMHUMPHRIES.

anada’s long track speed skating
team was quite successful skating
on Richmond Olympic Oval ice four
years ago in Vancouver. The host nation
won two gold and two bronze medals
at the 2010 games. Christine Nesbitt,
of Calgary, won the lone individual
gold medal for Canada by winning the
women’s 1000 metre race with a time of
1:16:56.
The 28 year old will once again be a
contender for gold in Sochi as she has
consistently achieved better times than
her Olympic skate in races leading up to
the 2014 Olympics. Her time of 1:12:68 —
earned in a race at the Calgary Olympic
Oval in 2012 — was a world record until
this past November. She will aim to
defend her 100 metre gold medal on Feb.
13 at 7 a.m., MST.
First-time Olympian Gilmore Junio, of
Calgary, will compete in the men’s 500

metre event in Sochi. His gold medal at
the World Cup in Salt Lake City, Utah,
makes him a real medal threat. He has
also climbed into the world top 10 in his
category. He will take to the ice on Feb.
10 at 6 a.m.
Calgarian Anastasia Bucsis, 24, comes
into these Olympic games on a mission to
upgrade her results earned in her debut in
2010. She finished 34th out of 35 qualified
skaters in the women’s 500 metre race in
Vancouver. Since then, Bucsis has risen in
national and international rankings. She
has earned the sixth most points among
Canadian female skaters coming into
Sochi. However, Bucsis is second place,
only behind Nesbitt, in points earned in
national competitions. She will compete
in the women’s 500 metre on Feb. 11 at
5:45 a.m.
— QUINTON AMUNDSON
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RELATIONSHIPS 101

Q&A with Grandma and
Grandpa
Married on Valentine’s Day 61 years ago and still going strong

LISA TAYLOR
ltaylor@cjournal.ca

M

y grandparents are the epitome of a
love that has stood the test of time. As
of Valentines Day 2014, June and Eric
Selgensen have been married for more
than six decades. They farmed near Standard, Alta.,
before retiring to Calgary.
WHAT WERE SOME OF YOUR FAVOURITE
MOMENTS TOGETHER?
Grandma: Travelling — we had some great times
travelling together. And he’s a good guy to live
with; he never complains about the meals I make,
he just eats them! He’s a good person to cook for
and we enjoy each day together.
Grandpa: Travelling and also the experience of
when each of our three children were born.
WHAT WERE SOME OF YOUR WORST
MOMENTS TOGETHER?
Grandma: One time we were carrying a bunch
of chickens into the house and he got so grouchy
that I picked up a chicken and threw it at him! Then
he went out the door and I kept throwing them at
him until he was in his truck and drove away! Afterwards, I asked myself what I had done because I just
made a big mess for myself to clean up — having
to pick up and wash off all those chickens!
Grandpa: There were no bad moments together,
we’ve just been really good friends for a long time.
WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE FOR MAKING LOVE
LAST?
Grandma: You have to always consider each other
and make your husband your first consideration.
Grandpa: Do what you’re told and be kind to one
another.
Grandma: Happy wife, happy life!
June and Eric Selgensen go in for a kiss during June’s 80th birthday party at The
Fairmont Palliser Hotel in 2012. PHOTO BY LISA TAYLOR/CALGARY JOURNAL
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Alberta’s Destination University. Make it yours.

What can
the past
teach
you about
tomorrow?
This is just one question that Karissa Patton (BA ‘13) is asking at the
University of Lethbridge in the Master of Arts program.
The MA program at the U of L offers you a personal and customized degree so you can answer the questions that
interest you the most. You will explore innovative and interdisciplinary areas of research while working alongside
faculty members who are world-renowned experts in their fields.

Apply by February 1 for Summer 2014 or Fall 2014. All applicants will be considered
for the School of Graduate Studies Award of Excellence worth $10,000.

For more information, visit: www.uleth.ca/graduatestudies
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